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Bridging BoundariesBridging Boundaries Transformation des cuves d’hydrocarbures de Vernier en catalyseur d’économie locale et circulaireTransformation des cuves d’hydrocarbures de Vernier en catalyseur d’économie locale et circulaire BARBEY Samuel et FLEURY YanBARBEY Samuel et FLEURY Yan

Solar PanelsSolar Panels

Steel sheets coming from dismanteled oil tankSteel sheets coming from dismanteled oil tank

Roof structureRoof structure

Grating floorGrating floor

Ground floorGround floor

Sport HallSport Hall
Dance studioDance studio
Fitness CenterFitness Center
Climbing Gym Climbing Gym 
LockersLockers
Showers Showers 
Personal boxesPersonal boxes

Ground floorGround floor

Outdoor sport fieldsOutdoor sport fields
Street workout Street workout 

Ground floorGround floor

Storage roomsStorage rooms
Cold storageCold storage

Ground floorGround floor

StorageStorage
LockersLockers
Rest roomsRest rooms

Ground floorGround floor

Workshops Workshops 
Collective spaceCollective space

Ground and first floorsGround and first floors

ReceptionReception
Conference rooms Conference rooms 
AuditoriumAuditorium
Study boxesStudy boxes
Freelance officesFreelance offices
Soundproof roomsSoundproof rooms
Start-up incubatorStart-up incubator

Third floorThird floor

OfficesOffices

Ground floorGround floor

Repair shop Repair shop 
Second hand shopSecond hand shop

First floorFirst floor

OfficesOffices

First floorFirst floor

Cleaning roomCleaning room
Shredding Shredding 

First floorFirst floor

Indoor market stallsIndoor market stalls
Outdoor market stallsOutdoor market stalls

First floorFirst floor

CafeteriaCafeteria
ClassroomClassroom
LockersLockers
Showers Showers 
Personal boxesPersonal boxes

RoofRoof

FootbridgeFootbridge

Existing structureExisting structure

First floorFirst floor

Offices Offices 
Collective BoardroomsCollective Boardrooms

Second floorSecond floor

Offices Offices 
Collective BoardroomsCollective Boardrooms

RoofRoof

BasementBasement

Site Maintenance storage and Site Maintenance storage and 
parkingparking
Technical RoomsTechnical Rooms

Floor StructureFloor Structure

Dried Digestate Pick up AreaDried Digestate Pick up Area

Digestate storageDigestate storage

Digestate storageDigestate storage

Digester phase IDigester phase I

Digester phase IIDigester phase II

Uncompressed gas storageUncompressed gas storage

Water storageWater storage

Data CenterData Center

Structural postStructural post

GuardrailsGuardrails

Rainwater recuperation gutterRainwater recuperation gutter

Rainwater recuperation pipes Rainwater recuperation pipes 
Clean and waste water pipesClean and waste water pipes
Hanging transport casesHanging transport cases

Conversion of an automobile repair shop into a multi-sport facilityConversion of an automobile repair shop into a multi-sport facility

Before the intervention, this building contained mixed programs : automobile Before the intervention, this building contained mixed programs : automobile 
repair shop, parking, used car dealership and multiple offices. Automobile repair shop, parking, used car dealership and multiple offices. Automobile 
related functions where concentrated in the basement and on the ground related functions where concentrated in the basement and on the ground 
floor, while the offices were on the upper level. floor, while the offices were on the upper level. 
The new program for this building is to keep as much as possible the office The new program for this building is to keep as much as possible the office 
spaces as they’re right now. However, the main intervention takes place on spaces as they’re right now. However, the main intervention takes place on 
the ground floor which now host a multi-purpose sports hall for the school the ground floor which now host a multi-purpose sports hall for the school 
in the recently built adjacent neighbourhood. In addition, we added a dance in the recently built adjacent neighbourhood. In addition, we added a dance 
studio, a fitness center and a climbing gym. This intervention takes place as studio, a fitness center and a climbing gym. This intervention takes place as 
the second half of the new sport facility of the site.the second half of the new sport facility of the site.
For the basement, it becomes a parking and storage space for the site For the basement, it becomes a parking and storage space for the site 
maintenance team. maintenance team. 

Aquaponic FarmsAquaponic Farms

This part of the repurposition of former oil tanks is focused on producing This part of the repurposition of former oil tanks is focused on producing 
food. The intention is to build a new ground floor connecting 4 tanks. It houses food. The intention is to build a new ground floor connecting 4 tanks. It houses 
all the major function of the farms : fish tanks, water storage, processing all the major function of the farms : fish tanks, water storage, processing 
spaces, growing rooms, seed vault and a laboratory. The upper level is only spaces, growing rooms, seed vault and a laboratory. The upper level is only 
concentrated inside the shell of the four tanks.  It houses all the automated concentrated inside the shell of the four tanks.  It houses all the automated 
racks for the vegetable, fruits and herbs production. This building is then racks for the vegetable, fruits and herbs production. This building is then 
linked to the market and to the train station storage area by a hanging rail linked to the market and to the train station storage area by a hanging rail 
system of transport cases.system of transport cases.

146 m
146 m146 m

146 m

Evolution of the site until nowEvolution of the site until now

The hydrocarbon storage program is not insignificant The hydrocarbon storage program is not insignificant 
because the first parcels on which construction began because the first parcels on which construction began 
in the 1960s belonged to a family of industrialists in the in the 1960s belonged to a family of industrialists in the 
energy sector. Before oil, coal then gas were stored there. energy sector. Before oil, coal then gas were stored there. 
Moreover, the construction of these tanks coincided with Moreover, the construction of these tanks coincided with 
the modernisation of the Vernier gas-fired power station.the modernisation of the Vernier gas-fired power station.

When construction of the tanks began, the site was in the When construction of the tanks began, the site was in the 
middle of the countryside, but close to a railway line that middle of the countryside, but close to a railway line that 
played a crucial role in the site’s development. Initially, played a crucial role in the site’s development. Initially, 
from the early 1960s to the late 1970s, the site saw the from the early 1960s to the late 1970s, the site saw the 
growth of several industries along the railway line.growth of several industries along the railway line.

From the late 1970s until the end of the century was the From the late 1970s until the end of the century was the 
most important period in the site’s development. It became most important period in the site’s development. It became 
denser, with the opening of housing estates such as ‘‘Les denser, with the opening of housing estates such as ‘‘Les 
Avanchets’’ or second extension of ‘‘Le Lignon’’, the Avanchets’’ or second extension of ‘‘Le Lignon’’, the 
construction of suburban areas near the industrial zone, construction of suburban areas near the industrial zone, 
and the building of the motorway.and the building of the motorway.

From the early 2000s to the present day, the site has been From the early 2000s to the present day, the site has been 
constrained by the development of the city and changes constrained by the development of the city and changes 
in means of transportation. Their location, which was in means of transportation. Their location, which was 
strategic and far from the city in the 1960s, is no longer strategic and far from the city in the 1960s, is no longer 
relevant. Today the site is embedded in a complex urban relevant. Today the site is embedded in a complex urban 
fabric. Moreover, the proximity of these storage tanks to fabric. Moreover, the proximity of these storage tanks to 
offices or in particular housing, is strongly criticised for the offices or in particular housing, is strongly criticised for the 
risk of incidents.risk of incidents.

Future of the siteFuture of the site

The site is currently being used to its full potential. However, The site is currently being used to its full potential. However, 
the climate objectives set by the Federal Council for 2050 the climate objectives set by the Federal Council for 2050 
call for a reduction by six of our use of fossil fuels. Added call for a reduction by six of our use of fossil fuels. Added 
to this are the site’s operating rights. At present situation, to this are the site’s operating rights. At present situation, 
it runs until 2032. At that point, a decision will have to it runs until 2032. At that point, a decision will have to 
be taken on whether or not to extend the contracts for a be taken on whether or not to extend the contracts for a 
further 30 years. We see in this the potential to propose a further 30 years. We see in this the potential to propose a 
gradual transformation of the site from 2032 to 2080. The gradual transformation of the site from 2032 to 2080. The 
transformation would take place in 3 phases. As part of transformation would take place in 3 phases. As part of 
this project, we have decided to develop the initial phase, this project, we have decided to develop the initial phase, 
which will serve as a pilot project for the successive phases. which will serve as a pilot project for the successive phases. 

The industrial site with all the security is closed for the The industrial site with all the security is closed for the 
surroundings area and act as a barrier in the city, that surroundings area and act as a barrier in the city, that 
you have to bypass. The project aims to reconnect the you have to bypass. The project aims to reconnect the 
surroundings with the site through a walkway that passes surroundings with the site through a walkway that passes 
above the railways, keeping the use of trains in the site.above the railways, keeping the use of trains in the site.

The SpineThe Spine

A walkway that allow the inhabitants to go above the A walkway that allow the inhabitants to go above the 
industrial site by a multitude of linear levels, protected from industrial site by a multitude of linear levels, protected from 
the rain.The urban fabric becomes much more permeable. the rain.The urban fabric becomes much more permeable. 
To build it we reuse the metal from the unused oil tanks, To build it we reuse the metal from the unused oil tanks, 
which is melted down and reshaped into T beams.which is melted down and reshaped into T beams.

ProgramProgram

The main intention of the project program is to move from The main intention of the project program is to move from 
a purely linear system to a circular network.a purely linear system to a circular network.
  
Currently, Vernier oil storage facility is linked to a Currently, Vernier oil storage facility is linked to a 
worldwide distribution network. The impact of extracting worldwide distribution network. The impact of extracting 
the raw material is significant, and is only increasing in the raw material is significant, and is only increasing in 
the face of dwindling oil supplies. In the 1920s, the EROI the face of dwindling oil supplies. In the 1920s, the EROI 
(Energy Return On Investment) was the energy equivalent (Energy Return On Investment) was the energy equivalent 
of 1 barrel of oil consumed to extract 100 barrels; by 2020, of 1 barrel of oil consumed to extract 100 barrels; by 2020, 
it will be 1 barrel of oil consumed to produce 8 barrels in it will be 1 barrel of oil consumed to produce 8 barrels in 
the most favourable case of raw deposits. It is all the more the most favourable case of raw deposits. It is all the more 
derisory given that other forms of mine in which the oil is derisory given that other forms of mine in which the oil is 
either mixed with sand (bituminous sands) or contained in either mixed with sand (bituminous sands) or contained in 
rock (shale) are now in exploitation. In this case, the EROI is rock (shale) are now in exploitation. In this case, the EROI is 
even lower : 1 barrel consumed to extract 3.5 and 7 barrels even lower : 1 barrel consumed to extract 3.5 and 7 barrels 
respectively. The crude oil is then either refined directly at respectively. The crude oil is then either refined directly at 
the nearest port or transported by tanker. In the case of the nearest port or transported by tanker. In the case of 
Vernier, a pipeline links the tanks directly to Marseille via Vernier, a pipeline links the tanks directly to Marseille via 
the Lyon refinery.the Lyon refinery.

Faced with this linear system, the project proposes to Faced with this linear system, the project proposes to 
transform the oil tanks in order to embed them in the area. transform the oil tanks in order to embed them in the area. 
They would no longer be part of a passing link in a chain, but They would no longer be part of a passing link in a chain, but 
would become a real local hub for the production of food, would become a real local hub for the production of food, 
energy and work. The chain will be completely rethought, energy and work. The chain will be completely rethought, 
starting from the railways connection to the site. They would starting from the railways connection to the site. They would 
link it to various biomass harvesting points produced by link it to various biomass harvesting points produced by 
agricultural activities, by the upkeep of forests, meadows, agricultural activities, by the upkeep of forests, meadows, 
parks, public gardens and private gardens in the canton parks, public gardens and private gardens in the canton 
of Geneva. On another scale, that of the oil tanks site, the of Geneva. On another scale, that of the oil tanks site, the 
various stages of the site’s redevelopment would see a various stages of the site’s redevelopment would see a 
similar development. The new functions implemented in similar development. The new functions implemented in 
the tanks would be : vertical farms for food production, a the tanks would be : vertical farms for food production, a 
biogas plant, and a market for the distribution of the food biogas plant, and a market for the distribution of the food 
produced. The flow chart opposite shows the links between produced. The flow chart opposite shows the links between 
the main functions of the tanks and how they interact at the main functions of the tanks and how they interact at 
two scales: that of the site and that of the canton. two scales: that of the site and that of the canton. 

The diagram on the left shows the accessibility of the The diagram on the left shows the accessibility of the 
surroundings of the site. The more red it is the more surroundings of the site. The more red it is the more 
accessible, in white it’s not accessible.accessible, in white it’s not accessible.

Comparison between classic and aquaponic cropsComparison between classic and aquaponic crops

This diagram represents the differences between conventional agriculture This diagram represents the differences between conventional agriculture 
(blue tones) which is strongly dependant of seasons and the proposition (blue tones) which is strongly dependant of seasons and the proposition 
of using aquaponics (red tones). We selected a number of plants which are of using aquaponics (red tones). We selected a number of plants which are 
common to harvest into both types.common to harvest into both types.

Ground Floor PlanGround Floor Plan Sample Plan : Ground floor duplexSample Plan : Ground floor duplex Cross Section of the barCross Section of the barSample Plan : First floor duplexSample Plan : First floor duplexFirst Floor Plan First Floor Plan 

If we compare stricly the net If we compare stricly the net 
land use land use for the production, for the production, 
on one hand each tank uses on one hand each tank uses 
a surface of 270 ma surface of 270 m22 which  which 
total an area of 1080 mtotal an area of 1080 m22 by  by 
14m tall for a farming unit. 14m tall for a farming unit. 
This group of four tanks This group of four tanks 
would be able to produce would be able to produce 
food to feed around 1’150 households. On the other hand, to be able to food to feed around 1’150 households. On the other hand, to be able to 
produce the same volume of food, a classical farm would need an area of produce the same volume of food, a classical farm would need an area of 
21’600 sq. meter (a field of 146 m by 146 m). 21’600 sq. meter (a field of 146 m by 146 m). 

Collective housing Collective housing 

This building is a former concrete factory which we transformed into a collective housing This building is a former concrete factory which we transformed into a collective housing 
project. The existing splits into 3 parts : a slender bar, a tower and a 2 storey connecting project. The existing splits into 3 parts : a slender bar, a tower and a 2 storey connecting 
building. We choose the bar and the tower to house the appartements and the connecting building. We choose the bar and the tower to house the appartements and the connecting 
building would be transformed into shared spaces. building would be transformed into shared spaces. 

BarBar

Simplex Ground floor (2 units)Simplex Ground floor (2 units)
Living room-kitche   25.9 mLiving room-kitche   25.9 m22

Bedroom I   12.4 mBedroom I   12.4 m22

Bedroom II   12.4 mBedroom II   12.4 m22

Bathroom    3.8 mBathroom    3.8 m22

Total     54.5 mTotal     54.5 m2 2 

Duplexes (27 units)Duplexes (27 units)
Living room-kitche :   11.7 mLiving room-kitche :   11.7 m22

Bedroom :    12.8 mBedroom :    12.8 m22

Bathroom :    3.6 mBathroom :    3.6 m22

Total :    28.1 mTotal :    28.1 m22

TowerTower

Simplex (6 units)Simplex (6 units)
Living room-kitche  24.8 mLiving room-kitche  24.8 m22

Bedroom I  11.9 mBedroom I  11.9 m22

Bedroom II  11.9 mBedroom II  11.9 m22

Bathroom   3.6 mBathroom   3.6 m22

Storage  2.9 mStorage  2.9 m22

Total    54.2 mTotal    54.2 m2 2 

Ground Floor PlanGround Floor Plan First Floor PlanFirst Floor Plan

Fish faeces produce ammonia. This Fish faeces produce ammonia. This 
ammonia is transformed into nitrite and ammonia is transformed into nitrite and 
then into nitrate by two different kinds of then into nitrate by two different kinds of 
bacteria. This produces then water load bacteria. This produces then water load 
with nutriment that can be assimilated with nutriment that can be assimilated 
by plants. This allows the farms to grow by plants. This allows the farms to grow 
plants without substrate which in this plants without substrate which in this 
case helps to speed up the production. case helps to speed up the production. 

The farming process is The farming process is 
mainly based on this system mainly based on this system 
of fully automated racks. of fully automated racks. 
Each rack is equipped with Each rack is equipped with 
lights optimizable to the lights optimizable to the 
kind of plants. In addition, kind of plants. In addition, 
nozzles disperse the nozzles disperse the 
nutriment loaded water to nutriment loaded water to 
the planters. the planters. 

Heat transfer between data center and biogasHeat transfer between data center and biogas

The heat generated by the data center’s The heat generated by the data center’s 
servers is transfered to water pipes. This hot servers is transfered to water pipes. This hot 
water is the used to heat the biogas fermenter water is the used to heat the biogas fermenter 
tanks. The cooled water comes back to the tanks. The cooled water comes back to the 
data center to cool down the server rooms and data center to cool down the server rooms and 
restart the cycle. restart the cycle. 

Emergency flare Emergency flare 

Can be triggered in case of hazard on Can be triggered in case of hazard on 
the site, inspection or cleaning of the the site, inspection or cleaning of the 
piping system. It will cut the connection piping system. It will cut the connection 
with the pipeline and burning the with the pipeline and burning the 
excess gas. excess gas. 

Step 1 : biomass treatment and transformationStep 1 : biomass treatment and transformation

The biomass is sorted and shredded on the unloading The biomass is sorted and shredded on the unloading 
dock. Then mixed with water  and/or manure. dock. Then mixed with water  and/or manure. 
After that the blend goes through various test and After that the blend goes through various test and 
treatments to eliminate impurities, potential vector treatments to eliminate impurities, potential vector 
of diseases or harmful chemical elements. After of diseases or harmful chemical elements. After 
these treatments, the blend is ready to be stored, these treatments, the blend is ready to be stored, 
waiting for the beginning of the biogas process.waiting for the beginning of the biogas process.

Step 1Step 1

Biogas processBiogas process

Step 2Step 2

Step 3Step 3

Step 4 AStep 4 A

Step 2 : fermentationStep 2 : fermentation

The first phase is held into a pair of tanks. It is the The first phase is held into a pair of tanks. It is the 
fermentation. The blend is added to the tanks and fermentation. The blend is added to the tanks and 
mixed with some bacteria. Everything is heated to mixed with some bacteria. Everything is heated to 
a temperature ganging from 15 to 65a temperature ganging from 15 to 65°°C depending C depending 
on the bacteria type. This first process last 30 days. on the bacteria type. This first process last 30 days. 
After these 30 days, the mixture is ready to be After these 30 days, the mixture is ready to be 
transferred to a second pair of tanks. Also, during transferred to a second pair of tanks. Also, during 
this first phase biogas has already been produced this first phase biogas has already been produced 
and is directly transferred to the second tank also.and is directly transferred to the second tank also.

Step 3 : post-fermentationStep 3 : post-fermentation

The second fermentation follows a similar process The second fermentation follows a similar process 
as the first apart from using a different kind of as the first apart from using a different kind of 
bacteria. The result is a liquid digestate as well as bacteria. The result is a liquid digestate as well as 
biogas. The two products are then transferred into biogas. The two products are then transferred into 
their own storage tanks.their own storage tanks.

Step 4 B : compression of biogasStep 4 B : compression of biogas

After being produced, the biogas needs to be After being produced, the biogas needs to be 
compressed in order to be added to the pipelines compressed in order to be added to the pipelines 
connecting with either the distribution network and connecting with either the distribution network and 
the gas power plant. the gas power plant. 

Step 4 A : digestateStep 4 A : digestate

The digestate is a source of nutriment that can be The digestate is a source of nutriment that can be 
used as fertilizer for agriculture for example. It can used as fertilizer for agriculture for example. It can 
be used in two ways. The first one is as a liquid which be used in two ways. The first one is as a liquid which 
is spread by the farmers on their crops. The second is spread by the farmers on their crops. The second 
way needs it to be dried and can then be used as a way needs it to be dried and can then be used as a 
solid compost.  solid compost.  

Tank modificationsTank modifications

Apart from the heating system, there Apart from the heating system, there 
is two majeur modification added to is two majeur modification added to 
the former oil tanks. The first one is the former oil tanks. The first one is 
a flexible membrane to contain the a flexible membrane to contain the 
produced gases. The second one is an produced gases. The second one is an 
mixing arm. mixing arm. 

0 - Existing gas station0 - Existing gas station

1 - Laying the primary structure for the cladding 1 - Laying the primary structure for the cladding 

2 - Laying the secondary structure for the cladding 2 - Laying the secondary structure for the cladding 

3 - Laying the cladding 3 - Laying the cladding 

The racks are all connected The racks are all connected 
to conveyors which brings to conveyors which brings 
the planters from the farms the planters from the farms 
to the ground floor and to the ground floor and 
back.back.

End rampEnd ramp

The laboratory is nessesary to monitor The laboratory is nessesary to monitor 
plant development and fish health. plant development and fish health. 

Curved ramp with public stageCurved ramp with public stage

Existing mass planExisting mass plan 19401940 19501950 19701970 19901990 20102010 20302030 20502050 2070207019601960 19801980 20002000 20202020 20402040 20602060 20802080

Green spaces of the canton of GenevaGreen spaces of the canton of Geneva

CropsCrops
ForestsForests

MeadowMeadow

Private and public gardens Private and public gardens 

Detail of the connection Detail of the connection 
between the footbridge and the between the footbridge and the 
vertical circulation modulesvertical circulation modules

Detail of the bracing moduleDetail of the bracing module

Base detailBase detail

The growing rooms are used for the The growing rooms are used for the 
first life cycle of the plants. They first life cycle of the plants. They 
entered as planted seeds and exit as entered as planted seeds and exit as 
seedlings ready to be added to a tray. seedlings ready to be added to a tray. 

The seed vault is a dry The seed vault is a dry 
room where the seeds room where the seeds 
of all the different types of all the different types 
and essences of plants and essences of plants 
are stored. are stored. 

When the plants are When the plants are 
fully grown, the water fully grown, the water 
as been filtered by as been filtered by 
the roots. It can be the roots. It can be 
stored into a clean stored into a clean 
water tank and to be water tank and to be 
used again for the used again for the 
aquariums.aquariums.

Hub for sport activitiesHub for sport activities

The Hub for sport activities use the topography and reuse of old concrete The Hub for sport activities use the topography and reuse of old concrete 
to build the bleachers. Different types of sport field are created from the to build the bleachers. Different types of sport field are created from the 
athletic track with multisport field inside to the volleyball fields. This hub athletic track with multisport field inside to the volleyball fields. This hub 
allow the inhabitant of the Etang district to have a closer sport activities. allow the inhabitant of the Etang district to have a closer sport activities. 
The spine evolve in this building that takes the old oil tanks as negative The spine evolve in this building that takes the old oil tanks as negative 
shapes where outdoors activities can be situated in the round openings. shapes where outdoors activities can be situated in the round openings. 
The inside is dedicated to locker rooms, cafeteria and classrooms.The inside is dedicated to locker rooms, cafeteria and classrooms.

Market stallsMarket stalls

These stalls are designed to be easily assembled These stalls are designed to be easily assembled 
and disassembled in order to free the space for and disassembled in order to free the space for 
special events. special events. 
They are modular alowing them to be stacked They are modular alowing them to be stacked 
together or also adding parts like a roof for the together or also adding parts like a roof for the 
exterior. exterior. 

The MarketThe Market

The Market reuse the biggest oil tank of the site, the position of the tank The Market reuse the biggest oil tank of the site, the position of the tank 
is situated at the crossroad of the footbridge. It has three floors the main is situated at the crossroad of the footbridge. It has three floors the main 
one is dedicated to the selling with the inside stalls which are long term one is dedicated to the selling with the inside stalls which are long term 
rented. The space is connected to the outside ones, that are for short term rented. The space is connected to the outside ones, that are for short term 
and other stands. The levels below are used for restrooms for the visitors, and other stands. The levels below are used for restrooms for the visitors, 
storage for the food and all the process to prepare the vegetables. The food storage for the food and all the process to prepare the vegetables. The food 
come from the vertical farms by the hanging rail system of transport cases. come from the vertical farms by the hanging rail system of transport cases. 
The products are washed, shredded, packed and prepared to be sold. There The products are washed, shredded, packed and prepared to be sold. There 
is a second rail of boxes that takes the products to the train to be exported.  is a second rail of boxes that takes the products to the train to be exported.  

Train Station StorageTrain Station Storage

This building is one of the former gas stations for distribution trucks. In This building is one of the former gas stations for distribution trucks. In 
the projet, it becomes a storage space bridging the rail transport and the the projet, it becomes a storage space bridging the rail transport and the 
market. It also houses monitoring rooms for the production of the farms, market. It also houses monitoring rooms for the production of the farms, 
logisitc control, ganging rooms and rest rooms for the workers.logisitc control, ganging rooms and rest rooms for the workers.

The WorkshopsThe Workshops

The old concrete factory is composed of huge halls The old concrete factory is composed of huge halls built mainly from glued built mainly from glued 
laminated timber laminated timber that we chose to reuse for workshop spaces. From the that we chose to reuse for workshop spaces. From the 
work on glass to the work of wood, the space can host a lot of machines. work on glass to the work of wood, the space can host a lot of machines. 
The space between the buildings can be used as collective area. The space between the buildings can be used as collective area. We would We would 
add the same shaped building facing the existing in order to house more add the same shaped building facing the existing in order to house more 
workshops. workshops. 

The Coworking Center The Coworking Center 

The building is nowadays used as car dealership. In the future we expect that The building is nowadays used as car dealership. In the future we expect that 
the number of cars sold won’t need this type of building and can be reused the number of cars sold won’t need this type of building and can be reused 
for new activities. The ceiling height of double floor allow to have some for new activities. The ceiling height of double floor allow to have some 
auditoriums for conference. We use the rest of the space for coworking for auditoriums for conference. We use the rest of the space for coworking for 
freelance workers. The entrance can be used as networking or reception space.  freelance workers. The entrance can be used as networking or reception space.  

Bike repair shopBike repair shop

The intention for this part of the project is to propose repurpose a gas station into The intention for this part of the project is to propose repurpose a gas station into 
a bike repair shop and second hand store. a bike repair shop and second hand store. 

AbstractAbstract

ENEN

Our énoncé théorique ‘‘Review from the Road’’ focused on the inpact of the automobile Our énoncé théorique ‘‘Review from the Road’’ focused on the inpact of the automobile 
on architecture and its future in society. We concluded that its used will eventually be on architecture and its future in society. We concluded that its used will eventually be 
compromised by oil depletion.compromised by oil depletion.

The hydrocarbon tanks of Vernier, in the canton of Geneva, intrigued us by their number and The hydrocarbon tanks of Vernier, in the canton of Geneva, intrigued us by their number and 
scale. With their obsolescence becoming clearer by the years, the question of their potential scale. With their obsolescence becoming clearer by the years, the question of their potential 
for reuse arose, and forms the core of our project.for reuse arose, and forms the core of our project.

We propose to conserve the tanks, taking advantage of their structural quality and the We propose to conserve the tanks, taking advantage of their structural quality and the 
large volumes they house to develop a variety of activities ranging from food production large volumes they house to develop a variety of activities ranging from food production 
to sustainable, local energy production. One part is dedicated to vertical farms and another to sustainable, local energy production. One part is dedicated to vertical farms and another 
to biogas production. These processes are interdependent to create a circular system, to biogas production. These processes are interdependent to create a circular system, 
minimizing energy impact.minimizing energy impact.

In parallel with the transformation of the tanks, we are proposing to reallocate the other In parallel with the transformation of the tanks, we are proposing to reallocate the other 
buildings linked to the automotive sector into workspaces, repair and craft workshops. The buildings linked to the automotive sector into workspaces, repair and craft workshops. The 
current site is fragmented and heavily divided by industrial zones that are not accessible to current site is fragmented and heavily divided by industrial zones that are not accessible to 
the public. The addition of a system of footbridges and new entertainment programs will the public. The addition of a system of footbridges and new entertainment programs will 
make it easier for local residents to move around and reinvest in the site.make it easier for local residents to move around and reinvest in the site.

FRFR

Notre énoncé théorique “Review from the Road” portait sur l’impact de l’automobile sur Notre énoncé théorique “Review from the Road” portait sur l’impact de l’automobile sur 
l’architecture et son avenir dans la société. Nous en avons conclu qu’à terme son utilisation l’architecture et son avenir dans la société. Nous en avons conclu qu’à terme son utilisation 
sera compromise par l’épuisement du pétrole.sera compromise par l’épuisement du pétrole.

Les cuves d’hydrocarbures de Vernier, dans le canton de Genève, nous ont intrigués par leur Les cuves d’hydrocarbures de Vernier, dans le canton de Genève, nous ont intrigués par leur 
nombre et leur ampleur. Leur obsolescence se précisant d’année en année, la question de nombre et leur ampleur. Leur obsolescence se précisant d’année en année, la question de 
leur potentiel de réaffectation se pose et constitue le cœur de notre projet.leur potentiel de réaffectation se pose et constitue le cœur de notre projet.

Nous proposons de conserver les cuves métalliques en tirant parti de leur qualité structurelle Nous proposons de conserver les cuves métalliques en tirant parti de leur qualité structurelle 
et des grands volumes qu’elles abritent pour y développer diverses activités allant de la et des grands volumes qu’elles abritent pour y développer diverses activités allant de la 
production alimentaire à la production d’énergie, durable et locale. Une partie est dédiée aux production alimentaire à la production d’énergie, durable et locale. Une partie est dédiée aux 
fermes verticales et une autre à la production de biogaz. Ces processus sont interdépendants fermes verticales et une autre à la production de biogaz. Ces processus sont interdépendants 
pour arriver à un système circulaire, limitant ainsi au maximum l’impact énergétique. pour arriver à un système circulaire, limitant ainsi au maximum l’impact énergétique. 

En parallèle de la transformation des cuves, nous proposons une réaffectation des autres En parallèle de la transformation des cuves, nous proposons une réaffectation des autres 
bâtiments liés au secteur de l’automobile en espaces de travail, ateliers de réparation et bâtiments liés au secteur de l’automobile en espaces de travail, ateliers de réparation et 
d’artisanat. Le site actuel est morcelé et fortement divisé par des zones industrielles non d’artisanat. Le site actuel est morcelé et fortement divisé par des zones industrielles non 
accessibles au public. L’ajout d’un système de passerelles et de nouveaux programmes de accessibles au public. L’ajout d’un système de passerelles et de nouveaux programmes de 
divertissement permettent une fluidification des déplacements et un réinvestissement du site divertissement permettent une fluidification des déplacements et un réinvestissement du site 
par les habitants.par les habitants.

Ground Floor PlanGround Floor Plan

Ground Floor PlanGround Floor Plan

SectionSection

Easily accessibleEasily accessible Hardly accessibleHardly accessible


